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CIVILIZATION AND ITS DISCONTENTS 
\ 

I 

IT is impossible to escape the impression that people commonly 
use false standards of measurement-that they seek power 
~?-ccess and wealth_for.J:b-emselves and actmire1h~ 

_: r . 
. I 

and who himself once praised the magic of illusion in a poem, 1 

caused me no small difficulty. I cannot discover this 'oceanic' 
feeling in myself. It is not easy to deal scientifically with feelings. 
0:1-e. can atte1:1-pt to describe their physiological signs. Where 

_ t~is is not P?ssi?le-and I am afraid that the oceanic feeling too 
will defy this kind of characterization-qothing remains but to 
fall ?ack on. the idea~onal content which is most readily 
a_ssociated with the feelmg. If I have understood my friend 
rightly, be means the same thing by it as the consolation offered 

,._~naTha~Jlieiunde~t:~ti_ma~JiatTs ·oftrue-value-tnH£e.Ant--~ 
yet;-in-:rnaking any general judgemenCof-this-sort, we are in . i. 

by an original and somewhat eccentric dramatist to his hero 
who is facing a self-inflicted death. 'We cannot fall out of this 
world.' 2 That is to say, it is a feeling of an indissoluble bond of 
being one with the external world as a whole. I may rem~rk 
that to ~e this seems something rather in the nature of an 
intellectual perception, which is not, it is true, without an 
accompanying feeling-tone, but only such as would be present 
with ~ny other act of thought of equal range. From my own 
experience I could not convince myself of the primary nature of 
such a feeling. B1:1t-t-his..gh!:es...IQ~ no right to g~_ny that it does ii:i 
fa~CJJ.L,in _o.ther-.pj:_QpJe. The,only ... question 1s' wh~ther it is 
being__correc_!l)'._~nterpreted and wh_e..t~_::Jt 01:1.gg.t.to be regarded 
as the ~et-ongo_o_f_Qt~_ ~!?,~l~. ne~d-for religion. 

danger of forgetting how variegated the human world and its 
mental life are. There are a few men from whom their con
temporaries do not withhold admiration, although their great
ness. rests on attr~butes an~ achievements which are completely 
for~ign t~ th_e aims and ideals of the m:ultitude. One might 
eas~ly be mch:1-ed to suppose that it is after all only a minority 
which appreciates these great men, while the large majority 
cares nothing for them. But things are probably not as simple 
as that,. than~s to the discrepancies between people's thoughts 
and their act10ns, and to the diversity of their wishful impulses. 

One of these exceptional few calls himself my friend in his 
letters to me. I had sent him my small book that treats religion 
as an illusion, 1 and he answered that he entirely agreed with 
my judgement upon religion, but that he was sorry I had not 
properly appreciated the true source of religious sentiments. 
This, he says, consists in a peculiar feeling, which he himself is 
ne".er without, which he finds confirmed by many others, and 
which he may suppose is present in millions of people. it is a 
feeling which he would like to call a sensation of 'eternity', 
a feeling as of something limitless, unbounded-as it were, 
'oceanic'. This feeling, he adds, is a purely subjective fact, not 
an article of faith; it brings with it no assurance of personal 
immortality, but it is the source of the religious energy which is 
seized upon by the various Churches and religious systems, 
directed by them into particular channels, and doubtless also 
exhausted by them. One may, he thinks, rightly call oneself 
religious on the grom1d of this oceanic feeling alone, even if 
one rejects every belief and every illusion. 

The views expressed by the friend whom I so much honour, 
1 [The Future of an Illusion (1927c); seep. 5 above.] 
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ITave nothing to suggest which could have a decisive in-
fluence on the solution of this problem. The idea of men's 

.,.. receiving an intimation of their con:nection with the world 
f around them through an immediate feeling which is from the 
l outset d~rected to t~at purpose sounds so strange and fits in so 

!
, badly with the fabric of our psychology that one is justified in 

attempti:1-g to discover a psycho-analytic-that is, a genetic-
II explanat~on of such a feeling. The following line of thought 
i sugg~sts itself. Norm~lly, !h.ere is nothing-of-which we are more 
\t'h-. ____ ~ertai,~, than the feelmg of our self, of our own-egQ. 3 This ego 

• 
1 [Footnote added 1931 :] Liluli [1919].-Since the publication of 

his two books La vie de Ramakrishna [1929] and La vie de Vivekananda 
(193~), I ne~d no longer hide the fact that the friend spoken ofin the 
text 1s Romam Rolland. [Romain Rolland had written to Freud about 
the '?ce~nic feeling' in a letter of December 5, 1927, very soon after the 
pubhcat10n of The Future of an Illusion.] 

2 Christian Dietrich Crabbe [1801-36], Hannibal: 'Ja, aus der Welt 
werden wir nicht fallen. Wir sind einmal darin.' ['Indeed, we shall not 
fal! out of this world., We are in it once and for all.'] 

[Some remarks on Freud's use of the terms 'ego' and 'self' will be 
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appears to us as something a_u_~O?,Orn£~~-,~~~ 1!_1:_!!~Y.,J:1:1-~~~ed off 
distinctly frqm everything else. That such an appeararice.,.,,is--...., 
decept1ve;--ind that on the contrary the ego is continued in
wards, without any sharp delimitation, 1nro: a?_ Ul}c._on_s~ious 
mental egti,ty.which we. designate-as-the-id-,and_for.J.y_~~ch-it 
s~ryes·_~£a.kind-o£Ja~ade-this was a discovery first made by 
psycho-analytic research, which should still have much more to 
tell us about the relation of the ego to the id. But towards the 
outsid~, at any rate, the ego seems to maintain clear and sharp 
lines of demarcation. There is only one state-admittedly an 
unusual state, but not one that can be stigmatized as patho
logical-in which it does not do this. At the height of being in 
loy_e_the,.ll_OUIJ,9-J:!XY--R~t:w:een--ego.;and.,o~Lilir§rtens·to-;melt 
a~_ay,,Against all the evidence of his senses, a man who.is.in love 
declares that 'I' and 'you' are one, and is prepared to behave as 
ifit were a fact.I What can be temporarily done away with by a 
physiological [i.e. normal] function must also, of course, be 
liable to be disturbed by pathological processes. Pathology has 
made us acquainted with a great number of states in which. the 
boundary lines between the ego and the external world become 
uncertain or in which they are actually drawn incorrectly. 
There are cases in which parts of a person's own body, even 
portions of his own mental life-his perceptions, thoughts and 
feelings-, appear alien to him and as not belonging to his ego; 
there are other cases in which he ascribes to the external world 
things that clearly originate in his own ego and that ought to be 
acknowledged by it. 'I'hus.even·the-feeling,of-our~own·-e-go is 
subj!~V:o .. disturbances and the boundaries of the ego a:r;e_not 
constant. 

Further reflection tells us that the adult's ego-feeling cannot 
have been the same from the _beginning. It must have .gone 
through a process of development, which cannot, of course, be 
demonstrated but which admits of being constructed with a fair 
degree of probability. 2 An infant at the breast does not as yet 

found in the Editor's Introduction to The Ego and the Id (1923b), 
Standard Ed., 19, 7.] 

1 [Cf. a footnote to Section III of the Schreber case history (191 lc), 
Standard Ed., 12, 69.] . 

2 Cf. the many writings on the topic of ego-development and ego
feeling, dating from Ferenczi's paper on 'Stages in the Development of 
the Sense of Reality' (1913) to Federn's contributions of 1926, 1927 and 
later. 
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distinguish his ego from the external world as the source of the 
sensations flowing in upon him. He gradually learns to do so, in 
response to various promptings.I He must be very<-strongly 
impressed by the fact that some sources of excitation, which he 
will later recognize as his own bodily organs, can provide him 
with sensations at any moment, whereas other sources evade 
him from time to time-among them what he desires most of 
all, his mother's breast-and only reappear as a result of his 
screaming for help. In this way there is for the first time set over 
against the ego an 'object', in the form of something which exists 
'outside' and which is only forced to appear by a special action. 2 

A furt!_l-er in~~ntive t9._~_<:'.1!~':'..~$"c1ge!.!.l!A~ .of Jh~_igg_f!.9~ the 
genernl-mass--of sensations--:-::-that is,- to -the recognition of an 
_'outside', an external W()rld-,-is provided by the frequent, 
manifold and unavoidable sensations of pain and unpleasure the 
revi()val __ anq. __ 31-voidan5_e_ .. of._which-is-enjoined--by--the-pleasure 
P.ri_!lcjRle, in flie~ exercise of its unrestricted domination. A 
t~ndency arises to separate from the ego everything that can 
become a source of such unpleasure, to throw it outside and to 
create a pure pleasure-ego which is confronted by a strange and 
threatening 'outside'. The boundaries of this primitive pleasure
ego cannot escape rectification through experience. ,Some of the 
things that one is unwilling to give up, because they give 

. pleasure, are nevertheless not ego but object; and some suffer-
ings that one seeks to expel turn out to be inseparable from the 
ego in virtue of their internal origin. One . comes to learn a 
procedure by which, through a deliberate direction of one's 
sensory activities and through suitable muscular action, one can ,: _ ;~/ 
differentiate between what is int~:r,:_n,al-v'!Jiat. belongs to the ego 
-and what is external-what emanates from the outer world·: 
In tfils-way-;~~--rnakes the first step towards the introduction of 
the reality principle which is to dominate future development. 3 

~--- - -~: 
1 [In this paragraph Freud was going over familiar ground. He had'~ ;

discussed the matter not long before, in his paper on 'Negation' (1925h),·' ,, 
Standard Ed., 19, 236-8. But he haddealtwithitonseveralearlieroccasions. 
See, for instance, _'Instincts and their Vicissitudes' (1915c), ibid., 14, 
119 and 134-6, and The Interpretation of Dreams (I900a), ibid., 5, 565-6. 
Its essence, indeed, is already to be found in the 'Project' of 1895, 
Sections 1, 2, 11 and 16 of Part L (Freud, 1950a).] 

2 [The 'specific action' of the 'Project'.] 
3 [Cf. 'Formulations on the Two Principles of Mental Functioning' 

(1911b), Standard Ed., 12, 222-3.] 
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This differentiation, of course, serves the practical purpose of 
enabling one to defend oneself against sensations of unpleasure 
which one actually feels or with which one is threatened. In 
order to fend off certain unpleasurable excitations arising from 
within, the ego can use no other metho~s than those :"h~ch it 
uses against unpleasure coming from without, and this is the 
starting-point of important pathological disturbances. 

In this way then the ego detaches itself from the external 
' ' . 1 d world. Or, to put it more correctly, or!_gi~9:1Jy_t):ie 1::g?_i!lc. u es 

everything, later it separates off an external worlcl-_ fro~ itself. 
Our present ego-feeling is, therefore, only a shrunk~n residu~ of 
a much more inclusive-indeed, an all-embracmg-feeling 
which corresponded to a more intim.ate bond between the ego 
and the world about it. If we may assume that there are many 
people in whose mental life this primary e~o-~eeling ha_s per
sisted to a greater or less degree, it would exist m them side by 
side with the narrower and more sharply demarcated ego
feeling of maturity, like a kind of counterpart to it. In that ~ase, 
the ideational contents appropriate to it would be precisely 
those of limitlessness and of a bond with the universe-the 
same ideas with which my friend ell!cidated the 'oceanic' 
feeling. · . . 

But have we a right to assume the survival of somethmg that 
was originally there, alongside of what was later derived from 
it? Undoubtedly. There is nothing strange in such a phe11;om
enon whether in the mental field or elsewhere. In the ammal 
kingdom we hold to the view that the most highly developed 
wecies have proceeded from the lowest; and yet we find all 
the simple forms still in existence to-day. The race of the great 
saurians is extinct and has made way for ,the mammals; but a 
true representative of it, the crocodile, still lives among us. This 
analogy may be too remote, an~ it is _also we~kened by the 
circumstance that the lower species which survive are for the 
most part not the true ancestors of the p~esen~-day more.highly 
developed species. As a rule the intermediate lmks have died out 
and are known to us only through reconstruction. In the realm 
of the mind on the other hand, what is primitive is so commonly 
preserved aiongside of the transform~d v~rsion which ha~ arisen 
from it that it is unnecessary to give mstances as evidence. 
When this happens it. is usually in consequence of a divergence 
in development: one portion (in the quantitative sense) of an 
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attitude or instinctual impulse has remained unaltered, while 
another portion has undergone further deyelopment. 

This brings us to the more general proqlem of preservation 
in the sphere of the mind. The subject has hardly been studied 
as yet; 1 but it is so attractive and important that we may be 
allowed to turn our attention to it for a little, even though our 
excuse is insufficient. Since we overcame the error of supposing 
that the forgetting we are familiar with signified a destruction of 
the memory-trace-that is, its annihilation-we have been . 
inclined to take the opposite view, that in_ mf:11tal life nothing 
which has once been formed can perish-that eyer:ything· is 
somehow preserved a?,d that iri iruitableccitcumstances (when, 
for_instance, regression goes bac~ far enough) it can once-more 
be prought to light .. Let us try to grasp what this assumption 
involves by taking an analogy from another field. We will 
choose as an example the history of the Eternal City. 2 Historians 
tell us that the oldest Rome was the Roma Q,uadrata, a fenced 
settlement on the Palatine. Then followed the phase of the 
Septimontium, a federation of the. settlements on the different 
hills; after that came the city bounded by the Servian wall; 
and later still, after all.the transformations during the periods of 
the republic and the early Caesars, the city which the Emperor 
Aurelian surrounded with his walls. We will not follow the 
changes which the city went through any further, but we will 
ask ourselves how much a visitor, whom we will suppose to be 
equipped with the most complete historical and topographical 
knowledge; may still find left of these early stages in the Rome 
ofto-day. Except for a few gaps, he will see the wall of Aurelian 
almost unchanged. In some places he will be able to find 
sections of the Servian wall where they have been excavated 
and brought to light. If he knows enough-more than present
day archaeology does-he may perhaps be able to trace out in 
the plan of the city the whole course of that wall and the outline 
of the Roma Q,uadrata. Of the buildings which once occupied 
this ancient area he will find nothing, or only scanty remains, 
for they exist no longer. The best information_about Rome in 
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1 [A footnote on the subject was added by Freud in 1907 to Section F 
of the last chapter of The Psychopathology of Everyday Life ( 1901 b), 
Standard Ed., 6, 274-5.J 

2 Based on The Cambridge Ancient History, 7 (1928): 'The Founding of 
Rome' by Hugh Last. 
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the republican era would only enable him at the most to point 
· out the sites where the temples and public buildings of that 
period stood. Their place is now taken by ruins, but not by 
ruins of themselves but of later restorations made after fires or 
destruction. It is hardly necessary to remark that all these 
remains of ancient Rome are found dovetailed into the jumble 
of a . great metropolis which has grown up in the last few 
centuries since the Renaissance. There is certainly not a little 
that is ancient still buried in the soil of the city or beneath its 
modern buildings. This is the manner in which the past is 
preserved in historical sites like Rome. 

Now let us, by a flight of imagination, suppose that Rome is 
not a human habitation but a psychical entity with a similarly 
long and copious past-an entity, that is to say, in which 
nothing that has once come into existence will have passed 
-away--ancl.alltlie earlier pliases of development -cont:iiiiie fo 
extst· alongside ·TheTatesf one:-Tliis\vould mean- that iii Rome 
llie palaces of the T:'a:esars and the Septizonium of Septimius 
Severus would still be rising to their old height on the Palatine 
and that the castle of S. Angelo would still be carrying on its 
battlements the beautiful statues which graced it until the siege 
by the Goths, and so on. But more than this. In the place 
occupied by the Palazzo Caffarelli would once more stand
without the Palazzo having to be removed-the Temple of 
Jupiter Capitolinus; and this not only in its latest shape, as the 
Romans of the Empire saw it, but also in its earliest one, when 
it still showed Etruscan forms and was ornamented with terra
cotta antefixes. Where the Coliseum now stands we could at the 
same time admire Nero's vanished Golden House. On the 
Piazza of the Pantheon we should find not only the Pantheon of 
to-day, as it was bequeathed to us by Hadrian, but, on the same 
site, the original edifice erected by Agrippa; indeed, the same 
piece of ground would be supporting the church of Santa 
Maria sopra Minerva and the ancient temple over which it 
was built. And the observer would perhaps only have to 
change the direction of his glance or his position in order to call 

· up the one view or the other. 
There is clearly no point in spinning our phantasy any 

further, for it leads to things that are unimaginable and even 
absurd. If we want to represent historical sequence in spatial 
terms we can' only do it by juxtaposition in space: the same 
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space ca~not have two different contents. Our attempt seems 
to be an idle game. It has only one justification. It shows us how· 
far we are from mastering the characteristics of mental life by 
representing them in pictorial terms. 

There is one further objection which has to be considered. 
1:'he question ma)'. be raised why we chose precisely the past of a 
czry to c?mpare ~1th the past of the mind. The assumption that 
everythi_n? past 1s preserved holds good even in mental life only 
on condit10n that the organ of the mind has remained intact and 
that its tissu~s have ;not been darriage'cfoytra:iim~ 0~ i~ff~~ma
tj01;1. But. destru~tive influences which can b~ coinp-;red ··1:0, 
causes of illness like these are never lacking in the history of a 
city, even if it has had a less chequered past than Rome and 
even if, like London, it has hardly ever suffered from the ~isita
tions ~fan enemy. Demolitions and replacement of buildings 
occ?r ~n the cou~se.of th: most peaceful development of a city. 
A city 1s thus a priori unsmted for a comparison of this sort with a 
mental organism. 

We bo~ ~o this objection; ~nd, abandoning our attempt to 
draw a striking contrast, we will turn instead to what is after all 
a 3:11ore closely relate~ object of comparison-the body of an 
ammal o_r a human bemg. But here, too, we find the same thing. 
The earlier phases of devel~pment are in no sense still preserved; 
they have ?een absorbe~ mto the later phases for which they 
?ave supplied the material. The embryo cannot be discovered 
m the adult. The thymus gland of childhood is replaced after 
puberty by connective tissue, but is no longer present itself; in 
the marrow-bones of the grown man I can it is true trace the 
outline of the child's bone, but it itself has disappear~d, having 
lengthened and thickened until it has attained its definitive 
f?rm. The fact re~ains th~tq_p.JX}!l!~e_xnil,}flj~s_g~h a-.preserva
t1q11_0( a)J JE.<?~~~~~:r.~_tag_~-~~!~~g~id~ 9fJ4~ __ fig~lfcg_'_!Il possible, 
~nd __ ~h~t.w

1
_~ _9-i:e_ l).Q.t _tn _a po_si!i:~n·t?·_:ripresep.t_tNs_p!?-~iiam~non 

m p1ctoria terms. · - - · · 
. Perh;:p-~ ~e- are going too far in this. Perhaps we ought to 

content ourselves with asserting that what is past in mental life 
mqy _be preserved ~nd is not necessarily destroyed. It is always 
possible that even m the mind some of what is old is effaced or 
absorb_ed-whether in the normal course of things or as an 
exception-to such an extent that it cannot be restored or 
revivified by any means; or that preservation in general is 

/ 
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dependent on certain favourable conditions. It is possible, but 
we know nothing about it. We can only hold fast to the fact that 
it is rather the rule than the exception for the past to be pre
served in mental life. 

Thus we are perfectly willing to acknowledge that the 
'oceanic' feeling exists in many people, and we are inclined to 
trace it back to an early phase of ego-feeling. The further 
question then arises, what claim this feeling has to be regarded 
as the source of religious needs. 

To me the claim does not seem compelling. After all, ;,.a_ 
feeling..c.an only be a source of energy if it is itself the expression 

@...JLSJI:ong-nt'led. The derivation of religious needs from the 
infant's helplessness and the longing for the father aroused by it 
seems to me incontrovertible, especially since the feeling is not 
simply prolonged from childhood days, but is permanently 
sustained by fear of the superior power of Fate. I cannot think 
of any nee·d in childhood as strong as the need for a father's 
protection. Th~s the part played by the oc~~.ling,which 
~me.thing like the restoration of limitless narcissism, 
is,'....ousted from a 12lace in the foreground. The origin of the 
religwu-s----attitude-can be traced-back in clear o~fara-s-
t~ feeli~ of infantile helplessness. There may be something-
further behind that, but for the present it is wrapped in ob
scurity. 

I can imagine that the oceanic feeling became connected 
with religion later on. T}].e 'oneness with the~ universe' which, 
~tsideatiQuaLconrent-sounds-like--a=-fustattempt~a 
:cclig.iQus_consola-tion.,-as_though it were another_w.ay-0f-di's
cl.ai,ming the danger which the ego recognizes as threatening it 
from_the_ex:teroal :wo.r~Let me admit once more that it is very 
difficult for me to work with these almost intangible quantities. 
Another friend of mine, whose insatiable craving for knowledge 
has led him to make the most unusual experiments and has 
ended by giving him encyclopaedic knowledge, has assured me 
that through the practices of Yoga, by withdrawing from the 
world, by fixing the attention on bodily functions and by 
peculiar methods of breathing, one can in fact evoke new 
sensations and coenaesth~n __oneself, which he regards as 
regressions to-primoraial states of mind which have long ago 
been overlaid. He sees in them a physiological basis, as it were, 
of much of the wisdom of mysticism. It would not be hard to 

\ ,, 
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find connections here with a number of obscure modifications 
of mental life, such as trances and ecstasies. But I am moved to 
exclaim in the words of Schiller's diver:-

'. . . Es freue sich, 
Wer da atmet im rosigten Licht.' 1 

1 ['Let him rejoice who breathes up here in the roseate light!' 
Schiller, .'Der Taucher'.] 

- -.. ___ ... -~~ 
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IN my Future of an Illusion [1927c] I was concerned much less 
,.. wi!h...t.he defP-est sources of..:the-i:eligious..feeling than with what 

.;:;- .the common man understands by his religion-with the system 
'~ of doctrines- and promises wiiicli on the one hand explains to 
~ him the riddles of this world with enviable completeness, and, 

J on the other, assures him that a careful Providence will watch 
, over his life and will compensate him in a future _e,xistence for 
\ any frustrations he suffers here. The common man cannot 

' imagine this Providence otherwise than in the figure of an 
enormously exalted father. Only such a being can understand 
the needs of the children of men and be softened by their 
prayers and placated by the signs of their remorse. The-whore
thi.ng.....is_§o patently_l.rlfantile., so foreigP-t0-1:ealit.Y-, thaLto 
afl:yon-e wi11i;1TnerKlly-attitude_to humanity: it _k_:eain~u! !o 
think-that-the-great-majority3>f mortals_ will nev~1:_be_ aE_!e to 
ris_e_~ of lif~. It is still more humiliating to ais:
cover how large a number of people living to-day, who cannot 
but see that this religion is not tenable, nevertheless try to 
defend it piece by piece in a series of pitiful rearguard actions. 
One would like to mix among the ranks of the believers in 
order to meet these philosophers, who think they can rescue the 
God of religion by replacing him by an impersonal, shadowy 
and abstract principle, and to address them with the warning 
words: 'Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in 
vain!' And if some of the great men of the past acted in the same 
way, no appeal can be made to their example: we know why 
they were obliged to. · 

Let us return to the common man and to his religion-the 
only religion which ought to bear that name. The first thing 
that we think of is the well-known saying of one of our great 
poets and thinkers concerning the relation of religion to art and 
science: 

Wer Wissenschaft und Kunst besitzt, hat auch Religion; 
. Wer jene beide nicht besitzt, der habe Religion! 1 

1 ['He who possesses science and art also has religion; but he who 
possesses neither of those two, let him have religion!']-Goethe, 
,Zahme Xenien IX (Gedichte aus dem Nachlass). 
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This saying on the one hand draws an antithesis between re.
ligion and thetwo,highestachievements of man/and on the other, 
asserts that, as regards their -vahfe' iri life, those achievements 
and religion can represent or replace each other. If we also set 
out to deprive the common man, [ who has neither science nor 
art] of his religion, we shall clearly not have the poet's authority 
on our side. We will choose a particular path to bring us nearer 
an appreciation of his words. Life, as we find it, is too hard for 
us; it brings us too many pains, disappointments and impossible 
tasks. In order to bear it we cannot dispense with palliative 
measures. '\Ye cannot do without auxiliary constructions:,~-~ 
J:heodor Fontane te!!§._ us.! I_here are perhaps three such 

. .m.easures: 12owe~eflections, which cause us rom~ke-light'of.....,_,, 
our misery_; substitutivesatisfactions, which diminish it; aria 
intoxicating substances, which make us insensitive to it~--Sorne.:- ~· 
thing ofllie-lana.-isigrffspeusable 2 Voltaire has deflections in 
mind when he ends Candide with the advice to cultivate one's 
garden; and scientific activity is a deflection of this kind, too. 
The substitutive satisfactions, as offered by art, are illusions in 
contrast with reality, but they are none the less psychically 
effective, thanks to the role which phantasy has assumed in 
mental life. The intoxicating substances influence our body and 
alter its chemistry. It is no simple matter to see where religion 
has its place in this series. We must look further afield. 

The question of the purpose of human life has been raised 
countless times; it has never yet received a satisfactory answer 
and perhaps does not admit of one. Some of those who have 
asked it liave added that if it should turn out that life has no 
purpose, it would lose all value for them. But this threat alters 
nothing. It looks, on the contrary, as though one had a right to 
dismiss the question, for it seems to derive from the human 
presumptuousness, many other manifestations of which are 
already familiar to us. Nobody talks about the purpose of the 
life of animals, unless, perhaps, it may be supposed to lie in 
being of service to man. But this view is not tenable either, for 
there are many animals of which man can make nothing, 
except to describe, classify and study them; and innumerable 

1 [It has not been possible to trace this quotation.] 
2 In Die Fromme Helene Wilhelm Busch has said the same thing on a 

lower plane: 'Wer Sorgen hat, hat auch Likar.' ['He who has cares has 
brandy too.'] 

S.F. XXI-F 
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species of animals have escaped even this use, since they exist.ed 
and became extinct before man set eyes on them. Once agam, 
only religion can answer the _question of the purpose _oflife. p.ne 

~n hardly be wrong in concluding t_hat the idea ofl~fe havmg a 
purpose stanc:fs and falls with the rehg10~~ sys~ . 

We will llierefore turn to the less ambitious question of what 
men themselves show by their behaviour to be the purpose a~d 

--intention of their lives. What do they demand of life and wish 
to achieve in it? The answer to this can hardly be in doubt. 
Th_e_Y. strive after harminess; they want t~ become ha_?.!2.'...:Il~-~o 
;t:em.ain- so. This~ndeavmu:.J.ias two s1aes, ~ pos1~_J!,~~"
negative aim. It.aima,_on the one hand, at an absence _of P~!!! 
~sure, and, o~ the other, at the experienci~g of s~~~~- .. 

feelings of pleas_gr_e. In its narrower s8nse the word liappmess 
~~ly relates to the last. In conformity wit_h th~s dichotomy_ in his 
aims man's activity develops in two directions, accordmg as 
it se;ks to realize-in the main, or even exclusively-the one 
or the other of these aims. 

As we see what decides the purpose of life is simply the 
programme ~f the pleasure principle. This principle dominates 
the operation of the mental apparatus from t~e start. There 
can be no doubt about its efficacy, and yet its programme 
is at loggerhea9-s with the whole world, with t~e.1:1acrocosm 
as much as with the microcosm. There is no poss1b1hty at all of 
its being carried through; all the regulations of th~ univ~rse run 
counter to it . .Qp_e feels inclined to say that the mtenhon that_ 
man should be 'haEE_y' is not included in the plan of 'Creation':-~ / 

-Wb.at we call hawiness in tlie sfhctest sense-comesfio1ntlre_,. .·, 
(prd_e_1,:.ably_sudden.)-saiisfacfion_of.-:n~easw~have--~_t:_e::.--' 
£_ammed up to a hi~b. degree, and 1t 1s from its. nat~re o~ly __ / 
possible as an episodic phenomenon. When any situation hat · 

1 

isclesiredoy tlie pleasure principle is prolonged, it only pro- ! 

duces a feeling of mild contentment. We are so made that we I 
can derive intense enjoyment only from a contrast and very :!f 
little from a state of things. 1 T.e-~s ?~r J?~ssibilities of ha:epjgess \ 

1 Goethe indeed warns us that nothing 1S harder to bear than a 
' ' I succession of fair days.' II 

[Alles in der Welt lasst sich ertragen, 
Nur nicht eine Reihe von schonen , , 

Tagen. I· 
(Weimar, 1810-12.)] I 

But this may be an exaggeration. / 
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are already restricted by our constitution.4lQQ.a11mness is .m..uch 
l~cult nence. ~ are threatened.with~ 
f~irectiors: from ou~own body:, which is doomed to 
decay and dissolution and which cannot even do without pain 
and anxiety as warning signals)fu>m the..ex.temalworld, .which 
may rage ag1l,inst us witl;t overwhelming and merciless forces of 
destruction; and finalti5'from our relations to other m~11,_The 
suffering which comes "from 'tfiis 'i~t __ source is erhaps m~e 
painful to us than any other .. We tend to regard it as a .. na of 
gratuitous addition, although it cannot be any less fatefully 
inevitable than the suffering which comes from elsewhere. , 

..... - ~ ~ 

It is no wonder if, unde:r_: :the_pressure_of these possibilities of 
suffering, men -are accustomed to moderate their claims to 
happiness-just as the pleasure- principle-itself, indeed, under 
the influence of the external world, changed -into the more 
modest reality principle-, if a man thinks himself happy merely 
to have escaped unhappiness or to have survived his suffering, 
and if in general the task of avoiding suffering pushes that of 
obtaining pleasure into the background. Reflection shows that 
the accomplishment of this task can be attempted along very 
different paths; and all these paths have been recommended by 
the various schools of worldly wisdom and put into practice by 
men. An unrestricted satisfaction of every need presents itself 
as the most enticing method of conducting one's life, but it 
means putting enjoyment before caution, and soon brings its 
own punishment. The other methods, in which avoidance of 
unpleasure is the main purpose, are differentiated according to 
the source of unpleasure to which their attention is chiefly 
turned. Some of these methods are extreme and some moderate; 
some are one-sided and some attack the problem simultaneously 
at several points. &gfil_n,s_t_the__suffering_which.may_come_upon 
one from human -relationships-the-Feadiest .safeguanl--is--volun
tary--isolation,- keeping-oneself--alo0:£:-frorn-other_people. The 
happiness which can be achieved··along this path is, as we see, 
the)1.ar.:e_iness of qui~!n~S$_. Against the dreaded external world 
one can only defeiid oneself by some kind of turning· away from 
it, if one intends to solve the task by oneself. Ther,e_js,_indeed, 
ahother·-and.-better-_ path: ~thaLoLbecoming=a~me_wber,_ ()f the 
human community, a:i;td, with-the-help ofa technique guides]. by · 

· science, going over to the attack against nature and subjecting ~ 
-her -tp the p.u_man will.1 Then one is working with all for the good 0];; 

. ~ 
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of all. But the most interesting methods of averting suffe!:~l!g_;ge \ 
those ':'7~!~11 _Seek _-tQ]nfluence our __ OW!)-__ O!"g_c:!nism. In the last r· t 
analysis, all suffering is nothing else than sensation; it .. only 
exists in so far as we feel it, and we only feel it in consequence of 
certain ways in which our organism is regulated. 1\1 

The crudest, but also the mbst effective among-these-methods- ' 
o(iiifluence .. is- the chemical one=-int@xiGatim1. I do not think -•---, ~ 

that anyone completely understands its mech.anism, but it is a 
fact that there are foreign substances which, when present in 
the blood or tissues, .dii:ectly cause us-- pleasurable_ seg_s_ations; <> 

and they also so ·alter the mnditions governing~our·sensibiliti-=:.::.~J 
tha_ t w_e _b.ecome-i:n_ca p_able:of--receiving·unpleasurable-im pulses~ ~~:- · 
The two effects not only occur simultaneously, but seem to be 
intimately bound up with each other. But there must be sub
stances in the chemistry of our own bodies which have similar 
effects, for we know at least one pathological state, mania, in 
which a condition similar to intoxication arises without the 
administration of any intoxicating drug. Besides this, our normal 
mental life exhibits oscillations between a comparatively easy 
liberation of pleasure and a comparatively difficult one, parallel 
with which there goes a diminished or an increased receptivity 
t~ unpleasure. It is greatly to be regretted that this toxic side 
of mental processes has so far escaped scientific examination. 
The service rendered by intoxicating media in the struggle for 
happiness and in keeping misery at a distance is so highly 
prized as a benefit that individuals and peoples alike have given 
them an established place in the economics 'of their libido. 
We owe to such media not merely the immediate yield of 
pleasure, but also a greatly desired degree of independence from 
the external world. For one knows that, with the help of this 
'drowner of cares' Qg_~_f~_IL .. f!Lany-time--withdr-aw-from ; the 

'prnssure·ofreality- and-find refuge_in_ a_world .. of one:s .own with-· 
,. better-conditions ·ofseffsibility. As is well known, it is precisely 

this property of intoxicants which also determines their danger 
and their injuriousness. They _a_re. re~p9qsib_l_e,_ ii!- c~rtain __ cir

. _cumstances,-for··the useless -waste oLa. large quota- of- energy 
whic:l;t might have· been employed for the improvement_ of tli~ 
human-lot. 

The complicated structure of our mental apparatus admits, 
however, of a whole number of other influences. Just· as a 
satisfaction of instinct spells happiness for us, so severe suffering 

l 
I 

is caused us if the external world lets us starve, if it refuses to sate 
our, needs. ~e ma~ therefo:e hope ~o ~e freed_.from-a.::e_~~f
f>ne s suffermgs by_!gfluencmg the mstmctual impulses. This 
~~e againstsuffeniigis no Tonger brougl'irtooear on 
the sensory apparatus; it seeks to master the internal sources of 
our nee~s. !he extr~me forn:1- of this is brought about by killing 
off the mstmcts, as 1s prescribed by the worldly wisdom of the 
East and practised by Yoga. If it succeeds, then the subject has, 
it is true, given up all other activities as well-he has sacrificed 
his life; and, by another path, he has once more only achieved 
the happiness of quietness. We follow the same path when our 
aims are less extreme and we merely attempt to control our 

-instinctual life. In that case, the controlling elements are the 
higher psychical agencies, which have subjected themselves to 
the reality principle. Here the aim of satisfaction is not by any 
means relinquished; but a certain amount of protection against 
suffering is secured, in that non-satisfaction is not so painfully 
felt in the case of instincts kept in dependence as in the case of 
uninhibited ones. As against this, there is an undeniable diminu
tio~ in the potentialities of enjoyment. l'he_ feeling __ ofhappiness 

"denved __ fro1:1~atisfaction _c.;ifa __ wild __ instinctual. __ impulse 
untamed,_ by: _the_ .. ego:.is.incomparably .. more. intense than that 
derived from sating, <!-Il. in~tin.Gt._.that has been. tamed. The 
irresistibility of perverse instincts~ and p~~h~ps the attraction in 
general of forbidden things finds an economic explanation here. 

Another technign.e_forJending.,..otI:-suffer.ing-is-the_emphy:
~lacements oflibido which ~nt-aLa.p.p.aratus 
p.eJ:_m1ts of al!...d:tlii:ough_which_ilrfirticl:wn-gains-so--much,-in 
~~xibility. The task here is that of shifting the instinctual aims 
m such a way that they cannot come up against frustration from 
the external world. _lg_ this, sublimation of the _instincts lends its 

_-assistance. One gains tlietmosnf"on°'e -ca;--;U:ffici~~~ly h~ighten 
the yield of pleasure from the sources of psychical and intel
lectual work. When that is so, fate can do little against one. 
~ s_atisfaction of this kind, such as an artist's joy in creating, in 
g1vmg his phantasies body, or a scientist's in solving problems 
or discovering truths, has a special quality which we shall 
certainly one day be able to characterize in metapsychological 
terms. At present we can only say figuratively that such satis
factions seem 'finer and higher'. But their intensity is mild as 
compared with that derived from the sating of crude and primary 

-····-··· ~ ~ 
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instinctual impulses;, it does not convulse our physical being. 
And the weak point of this method is that it is not applicable 

'·generally: it is accessible to only a few people. It presupposes 
the possession of special dispositions and gifts which are far 
from being common to any practical degree. And even to the 
few who do possess them, this_method cannot give complete 
protection -from.sufferiil.g., It creates no impenetrable armour 
against the arrows of fortune, and it habitually fails when the i -

source of suffering is a person's own body.1 

While this procedure already clearly shows an intention of 
making oneself independent of the external world by seeking 

l' 
I 

satisfaction in internal, psychical processes, the next procedure , \ 
brings out those features yet more strongly. ~it, the connection : I 
wjth reality is still further loosened; s_:~#~faction.is_~qtai_p_ea from· , ' 
~ans, which are recognized as such without i~eclls~; ,, 
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agency of the artist, is made accessible even to those who are not 
themselves creative.1 Eeople_who_are_r.e.c_e_p.tive-to-the-influence 
.of art cannot set too high a value on _it as ~ source of pleasure 

--and-consolation in life. Nevertheless the mild narcosis induced 
in us by art can do no more than bring about a transient 
withdrawal from the pressure of vital needs, and it is not strong 
enough to make us forget real misery. 

-··-·-·. -~ 

Another procedure operates more energetically and more 
thoroughly. It regards reality as the sole enemy and as the 
source pf all suffering, with which it is impossible to live, so that 
one must break off all relations with it if one is to be in any way 
happy. :r_h~-h~.!.~tJ!g:£Shis -~Gk_on,the-world and will have no _ 

......tru-.c.lurith it. ~"!lt_one __ ~a~_ck>_mqr_c: !_h_a~_J:}_ic1,t; one can.try-to---- -

between them and reality being allowed to interfere with , .-, 
enjoyment. 'I'.h~~g:io~fr.om.-whiG-h..these..illu&ieH~-ci~S-1:h_e life. · j'' 

. re-Greate the_wo_ rld;_to __ build up_ .in_itutead_another world_i.n____ iJ 
which it~ most uJ1_b_ef!.re-.ble fi_eat~~es a~iminated-and--Feplaced "'-(2:1. 

-.Qy_o_thers __ tha t .. are _ _in_eonfo_i::rrµ_ty _1-Vitb __ Qne:s __ own_wishes. But '~,.., _ 

.o~gin-ation·;---at the time when the development of the '' 
sense of reality took place, this region was expressly exempted 
from the demands of reality-testing and was set apart for the 
purpose offulfilling wishes which were difficult to carry _out. At 
the head of these satisfactions through phantasy stands the 
enjoyment of works of art-an enjoyment which; by the 

1 When there is no special disposition in a person which imperatively 
prescribes what direction his interests in life shall take, the ordinary 
professional work that is open to everyone can play the part assigned to 
it by Voltaire's wise advice [p. 75 above]. It is not possible, within the 
limits of a short survey, to discuss adequately the significance of work for 
the economics of the libido. No other technique for the conduct of life 
attaches the individual so firmly to reality as laying emphasis on work; 
for his work at least gives him a secure place in a portion ofreality, in the 
human community. The possibility it offers of displacing a large amount 
of libidinal components, whether narcissistic, aggressive or even erotic, 
on to professional work and on to the human relations connected with 
it lends it a value by no means second to what it enjoys as something 
indispensible to the preservation and justification of existence in society. 
Professional activity is a source of special satisfaction if it is a freely 
chosen one-if, that is to say, by means of sublimation, it makes possible 
the use of existing inclinations, of persisting or constitutionally re
inforced instinctual impulses. And yet, as a path to happiness, work is not 
highly prized by men. They do not strive after it as they do after other . 
possibilities of satisfaction. The-great-majority-of-people--only-work 
under the stress of_ necessity,.and this_naturaLhuman-aversion-to· work 

_ rais_es most .difficult social problems. 

\,i' 
,j 

1' 
-1 

v. 

whoever,.in desperate defiance, sets out upon this path to happi- ~ 
nyss will as a rule attain nothing~~g_for--him. 
He_become~_aJl).a_gm.11:n, who for the most part finds no one to 
Help him in carrying through his delusion. It is asserted, how-
6ver, that each one of us behaves in some one respect like a 

/paranoic, corrects some aspect of the world which is unbear..: 
1 able to him by the construction of a wish and introduces this 

/ delusion into reality. A special importance attaches to the case 
t in which this attempt to procure a certainty of happiness and a 
I 

1 protection against suffering through a delusional remoulding of 
reality is made by a considerable number of people in common. 
.:r_he religions of mankind must be classed among the mass
delusions of this kind. No one, needless to_~_, who shares a 
delusion ever recqgng;es ~__s__~h. ~~ 

I do not think that I have made a complete enumeration of 
the methods by which men strive to gain happiness and keep 
suffering away and I know, too, that the material might have 
been differently arranged. One procedure I have not yet 
mentioned-not because I -have forgotten it but because it 
will concern us later in another connection. And how could one 
possibly forget, of all others, this technique in the art of living? 
It-is conspicuous for a most remarkable combination of charac
teristic features. It, too, aims of course at making the subject 

1 Cf. 'Formulations on the Two Principles of Mental Functioning' 
(1911b), and Lecture XXIII of my Introductory Lectures (1916-17). 
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independent of Fate (as it is best to call it), and to that end it 
locates satisfaction in internal mental processes, making use, in 
so doing, of the displaceability of the libido of which we h.ave 
already spoken [p. 79]. ~_1,1ULdoes-not-turn-·away'from the 
external world ; __ on_ the con trary,-i t-clings·to the-obj ects-belongirig 
to that world-and-obtains-happiness-from an-·emotiona~-relatiori~ 
ship to them.-Nor _is it content._to ~im at an avoida_nce ofun-
pleasure-,,,-,-a--goa(-as we might call it, of weary resignation;,it 
passes this by__~jthout-heed and holds fast.to. the __ original,. 
·passicinai:e' sfriving.f9r. a, _po§.itive fulfilment--of. happiness. And 
pernaps it el.oesTn tact come nearer to this goal t_han any other 
method. I am, of course, sp~-9:ldng .oLthe-warof--life-~which · 
makes jQye--tp.,J:_c~ntr:e~~ofev~frtµing,--Which Jooks-·for-all satis-

.-------factiordn Joving_and __ beirig loved. A psychical attitude of this 
sort comes naturally enough to all of U/i; -one of the forms in 
which love manifests itself s~xual love,-has given us our most 
intense experience of an overwhelming sensation of pleasure and 
has thus furnished us with a pattern for our search for happiness. 
What is more natural than that we should persist in looking for 
happiness along the path on which we first encountered it? The 
weak side of this technique ofliving is easy to see; otherwise no 
human being would have thought of abandoning this path to 
happiness for any other. It is that we are never so defenceless 
against suffering as when we love, never sq helplessly unhappy 
as when we have lost our loved object or its love. But this does 
not dispose of the technique ofliving based on the value oflove 
as a means to happiness. There is much more to be said about it. 
[See below, p. 101.] . 

--We· may-go-on--from...her_e__tQ._ consider t_he_interestingsas<:, in 
which happ~in life is._pr:edo.nnnan.tly-sought·in-thG-tmjo.y.,: .. 
ment of beauty, wherever beauty presents itself to our ~enses and 
our Judgement-the beauty of human forms and gestures~ of 
natural objects and landscapes and of artistic and even scientific 
creations. '.:];:hig...aest-hetiG~attitude __ ,t_o .. the-.goal-of life offers little 

.protection agajnsJ_thiJJir_ea:Lof_suff~:d~g, but it can compensate 
for a great deal. The enjoyment of beauty has a peculiar, mildly 
intoxicating quality of feeling. Il.ea,t1.ty-has.-no_ob~l:n.1s.J!~.~~~--
there-any-clear·-cultural-n~Gessi ty_for it. Yet civilization could 
not do without it. The science of aesthetics investigates the 
conditions under which things are felt as beautiful, but it has 
been unable to give any explanation of the nature and origin of 

-r 
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beauty,, and, as usually happens, lack of success is concealed 
beneath a flood of resounding and empty words. Psycho
analysis, unfortunately, has scarcely anything to say about 
beauty either. All that seems certain is its derivation from the 
field of sexual feeling. The love of beauty seems a perfect 
example of an impulse inhibited in its aim. 'B£uty' and 
'attraction' 1 are originally attributes of the sexual object. It is 
wofth remarking that tfie gemtalstlreTI'fs'"e'l.ves;'tlie-s1gHt of which 
is always exciting, are nevertheless hardly ever judged to be 
beautiful; the quality of beauty seems, instead, to attach to 
certain secondary sexual characters. 

In spite of the incompleteness [of my enumeration (p. 81)], 
I will venture on a few remarks as.a conclusion to our enquiry . 
The programme of becoming happy, which the pleasure prin
ciple imposes on us [p. 76], cannot be fulfilled; yet we 
must not-indeed, we cannot-give up our efforts to bring it 
nearer to fulfilment by some means or other. Very different 
paths may be taken in that direction, and we may give priority 
either to the positive aspect of the aim, that of gaining pleasure, 
or to its negative one, that of avoiding unpleasure. By none of 
these paths can we attain all that we desire. ~piness, in the 

· _!:educed_s_ens.e in which we recognize it as possibl~l5lem 
_Qf_the-eco~s of the individual's libido. J:~e ~ogolaen 
:rule wh.ich appffes to everyone: every man 'must find outfor 

__ nimselfil!;,1iitt_parti~u1ad·~~hf;n:h;·~~;i;e-saved:·2-xirfiiias·or 
different factors will operate to direct his choice. It is a question 
of how much real satisfaction he can expect to get from the 
external world, how far he is led to make himself independent 
of it, and, finally, how much strength he feels he has for altering 
the world to suit his wishes. In this, his' psychical constitution 
will play a decisive part, irrespectively of the external circum
stances. J'he man .who is r-redominantly erotic. will give firs! 
p~e, to his e_motional relationships ?crotiitr peo~; tfie=-· 

.,,1:_~~~n, w~~ines to ~~t,-wilLs~~kJlis 
1 [The German 'Reiz' means 'stimulus' as well as 'charm' or 'attrac

tion'. Freud had argued on the same lines in the first edition of his 
Three Essays (1905d), Standard Ed., 7, 209, as well as in a footnote added 
to that work in 1915, ibid., 156.] 

2 [The allusion is to a saying attributed to Frederick the Great: 'in 
my State every man can be saved after his own fashion.' Freud had 

,quoted this a short time before, in Lay Ana?Jsis (1926e), Standard Ed., 
20, 236.] 

/ 
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main satisfactions in his internal mental process_e~_th7~ 
._actimLwill ne._y_e~12 the:-e~i,,ms1l wrld.on_which,he_~g !~Y 
_out his str.eng_th. 1 As regards the --~g-9Lthese .. types,-the 
nature of his talents and the amount of ip.stinctual sublimation 

. op_eIJ.·to=him:wili d·edde~wiiere--he.snaITlocate his interests. Any 
choice that is pushed to an extreme will be penalized by expos
ing the indiviqual to the dangers which arise if a technique of 
living that has been chosen as an exclusive one should prove 
inadequate.Just as a cautious business-man avoids tying up all 
his capital in one concern, s0,· perhaps, worldly wisdom will 
advise us not to look for the whole of our satisfaction from a 
single aspiration. Its success is never certain, for that depends on 
the convergence of many factors, perhaps on none more than on 
the capacity of the psychical constitution to adapt its function 
to the environment and then to exploit that environment for 
a yieJd of pleasure. A person who is born with a specially un
favourable instinctual constitution, and who has not properly 
}i~dergone the transformation and rearrangement of his libidinal 

, "components which is indispensable for later achievements, will 
find it hard to obtain happiness from his external situation, 
especially if he is faced with tasks of some diffi~ As a last 
technique of living, which will at least bring him ~~titutive 
satisfactions, he is offered that of a flight into neurotic'illness
a flight which he usually accomplishes when he is still young. 
The man who sees his pursuit of happiness come to nothing in 
later years can still find consolation in the yield .of pleasure of 
chronic intoxication; or he can embark 9n the desperate 
attempt at rebellion seen in a psychosis.2 

Religion restricts this play of choice and adaptation, since 
it imposes equally on everyone its own path to the acquisition of 
happiness and protection from suffering. JJ11_techniE)_ue-consists 
jn __ depi;§.ssing_the_Yalu;e_of..lif e .. and .dis tor.ting the . picture of the 
.real . -world~-in-a~ddusionaLw_a_n.ne:r:.. .... \;Wll~~~.!!PPOSes an 
intimidation of the intelligence. At this price, by forciblyifamg~.,.. 

f 

r

r 
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1 [Freud further develops his · ideas on these different typ<;s in his ,. 
paper on 'Libidinal Types' (1931a).] I 

2 [Footnote added 1931:] !feel impelled to point out one at least of the 
gaps that have been left in the account given above. No discussi.on of!he l 
possibilities of human happiness should omit to take into consideration . 
the relation between narcissism and object libido. We require to know . 
what being essentially self-dependent signifies for the economics of the I 
libido. · J 

····---··-~ 
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~hem in a state o_f psyc~ic_al infantilism and by drawing them l_ l/ 
· mt~ a ~~ss-delus1on,. rehg1on succeeds in sparing many people \'? ~0

'/ 

an md1v1dual. neurosis. But har~ly anything more. There are, rJ 'i.U 
as ~e ha"'.e said, many paths which may lead to such happiness iJl~ 
as 1s attamable by men, but there is none which does so for ~ 
certain. Even religion cannot keep its promise. If the believer 
finally sees himself obliged to speak of God's 'inscrutable 
decrees', he is admitting that all that is left to him as a last 
possi~le consolation and source of pleasure in his suffering is an 
unconditional submission. And if he is prepared for that, he 
coul,J. probab!y have spared himself the detour h·e has made. 



,; 

\ 
\ 

. hL-- _J h t J:'. t ht OuR enquiry concernmg appmess as no so 1ar aug . us 
much that is not already common knowledge. And even 1f we 
proceed from it to the problem of why it is so hard for men to be 
happy, there seems no greater prospect of learning ~n~thing 
new. We have given the answer already [p. 77] by pomtmg to 
the three sources from which our suffering comes: !,li_e,.,~l!P-~~!QJ: 

.~wer_· ~{ ;ature, the_feebleness..,.oLour own. bodies and.,.~he 
_inane~_iiacy_oLthe regul_ations which adjust th_e mutuaLi:~lation
shlJ?s of human beings ·in-·the family, the state and soc1~t)'.· In 
~egard to the first two sources, our judgement cannot hesitate 
long. It forces us to acknowledge those sources of suffering and 
to submit to the inevitable. We shall never completely master 
nature· and our bodily organism, itself a part of that nature, 
will al~ays remain a transient structure with a limited capacity 
for adaptation and achievement. This ~eco~nition ~o~s n~t have 
a paralysing effect. On the contrary, 1t p01i:its the direction for 
our activity. If we cannot remove ~!).3-uffermg, we can r>rngve 
_some,--and-~-ini'.fi~~::the-experie~'ce of many 

·"--tllousarid-s of~has convinced us of that. As regards the third 
source the social source of suffering, our attitude is a different 
one. we do not admit it at all; we cannot see why the regula
tions made by ourselves should not, on the contrary, be a pro
tection and a benefit for every one of us. And yet, when we 
consider how unsuccessful we have been in precisely this field 
of prevention of suffering, a suspicion da":'ns on. us tha~ h~re, 
too, a piece of unconquerable nature may he behmd-th1s time 
a piece of our own psychical constitution. 

When we start considering this possibility, we come upon 
a contention which is so astonishing that we must dwell upon 

I 

.j 

it. This_contenti@ holds that what we call our civilizationjs ____ , 
.....Ja-i:gely&.esB,onsible for,.ouuni~:cy:~~at ~~~~ould be_.~uc~. , _ 
Jiappier if we gc;we it l!E alia~returned to pnm1t1ve con~!).S, 
I call this contention astoniiliing 5ecause, in wnateverway we 
may define the concept of civilization, it is a certain f~ct that 
all the things with which we seek to protect ourselves agamst the 
threats that emanate from the sources of suffering are part of 
that very civilization. 
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_Ho~-E-~~-~-J!~ppeJ!~9-- :t:_}].at~so .. many people have come to 
tak~=!!P "_!gi_:, stra~ge <t!titude_ of h()~tility to civilization?1 I 
believe that the hasii ()f it-"Y:a_s" a,_ deep and long-standing dis
satisfaction with the then existing state of_civilization_ and that 
on that basis a condemnation of it was b_uilt up,_occasioned->by 
certain specific historical events. I think I know what the last 
and the last but one of th'.ose occasions were. I am not learned 
enough to trace the chain of them far back enough in the 
history of the human species; but a factor of this kind hostile to 
civilization must already have been at work in the victory of 
Christendom over the heathen religions. For it was very closely 
related to the low estimation put upon earthly life by the 
Christian doctrine. The last but one of these occasions was 
when the progress of voyages of discovery led to contact with 
primitive peoples and races. In consequence of insufficient 
observation and a mistaken view of their manners and customs, 
they appeared to Europeans to be leading a simple, happy life 
with few wants, a life such as was unattainable by their visitors 
with their superior civilization. Later experience has corrected 
some of those judgements. In many cases the observers had 
wrongly attributed to the absence of complicated cultural 
demands what was in fact due to the bounty of nature and the 
ease with ,which the major human needs were satisfied. The last 
occasion is especially familiar to us. It arose when people came 
to know about the mechanisr:g of the neuroses, which threaten 
to undermine the modicum·of happiness enjoyed by civilized 
men. It was discovered that a person becomes neurotic because 
he ca,:iriot 'tolerat:¢~-;Jlie -a:mount·-oCirusti;~ti~h-ich-society 

)llI]Soses 011-hini' in the service of its cultural ideals,-ai.cfh was 
irtferreq., .from this that the abolition or reduction· of those' 
~);:;:~!!9-.§ ~would result in a retu~n .. to po~sihlliJ~!e1tOf !1-ap_pin~_sy , 

There 1s also an added factor of d1sappomtment. Dirrmg 
the l~st few generations mankind has made an extraordinary 
advance in the natural sciences and in their technical applica
tion and has established his con1]:.o_Lover--natm;e..in a way never 
before imagined. The singiesteps of this advance are common 
knowledge and it is unnecessary to enumerate them. Men are 
proud of those achievements, and have a right to be. ~Y.Uhey 
s.eeirLJo __ hay~._2bserved that ~y~w.on_p.o_w.er_o_v.e_r_:mac:~ 

1 [Freud had discussed this question at considerable length two 
years earlier, in the opening chapters of The Future of an Illusion (1927c).] 
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~_gd time, this subj:ggatiQru:if..:th~ forc_e_s~Qy:i.a.tm:-e,:..whfoh,Jsdhe 
fulfilment of a longmg _ that gg_e~_bac_kJ;housands_oLyear-s,has
~sed-the-amount of pleasurable_satisfaction-which-t~ey . _ 
rti~ expect _fr~m Jife_and.-has-n0t--made--them-feel-happ1er; 
Fromtlie recognition of this.fact we ought.to_ be centent-to con
cfoa~t power over .. nature is not _the ow precondi~on of 
human happiness, just as iLis _not th<'! on,y goalmcultural_ 
endeavour; we ought not to infer from it that technical progi:ess 
is without value for the economics of our happiness. One would 
like to ask: is there, then, no positive gain in pleasure, no 
unequivocal increase in my feeling of happiness, if I can, as 
often as I please, hear the voice of a child of mine who is living 
hundreds of miles away or ifl can learn in the shortest possible 
time after a friend has reached his destination that he has come 
through the long and difficult voyage unharmed? Does it mean 
nothing that medicine has succeeded in enormously reducing 
infant mortality and the danger of infection for women in 
childbirth, and, indeed, in considerably lengthening the average 
life of a civilized man? And there is a long list that might be 
added to benefits of this kind which we owe to the much
despised era of scientific and technical advances. But here the 
voice of pessimistic criticism makes itself heard and warns us 
that most of these satisfactions follow the model of the 'cheap 
enjoyment' extolled iri the anecdote-the enjoyment obtained 
by putting a bare leg from under the bedclothes on a cold 
winter night and drawing it in again. If there had b,een no 
railway to conquer distances, my child would never have left his 
native town and I should need no telephone to hear his voice; if 
travelling across the ocean by ship had not been introduced, my 
friend would not have embarked on his sea-voyage and I should 
not need a cable to relieve my anxiety about him. What is the 
use of reducing infantile mortality when it is precisely that 

· reduction which imposes the greatest restraint on us in the 
begetting of children, so that, taken all round, we nevertheless 
rear no more children than in the days before the reign of 
hygiene, while at the same time we have created difficult con
ditions for our sexual life in marriage, and have probably 
worked against the beneficial effects of natural selection? And, 
finally, what good to us is a long life if it is difficult and barren of 
joys, and if it is so full of misery that we can only welcome death 
as a deliverer? 

,I 
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. ·It seems certain that we do not feel comfortable in 
· present-day civilization, but it is very difficult to form an op" ~ur 

h h d 
. h . 1n10n 

w et er an m w _at degree men ~f.an earlier age felt happier 
and what part their cultural conditions played in the matter. 
We s~all always tend to consider people's distress objectively
~hat 1s; to pla~~ ourselves, with our own wants and sensibilities, 
m their con~1tions, and then to examine what occasions we 
sho_uld find m them f~r experie_ncing happiness or unhappiness. 
This ~et_hod of lookmg at thmgs, which seems objective be
cause 1t ignores the ~ari_ations i~ subjective sensibility, is, of 
course, the ~ost subJectlve possible, since it puts one's own 
mental states m the pla~e of~ others unknown though th 
may be. ~J2pin~;]!9_':t_~{b!~is si~¥~~j~~-njj_~Uy __ ~gpj~_ctive:. 
~o m_atter liow much we may shrink with horror from certain 
s1tuat1~ns-of a galley-slave in antiquity, of a peasant during 
the Thiro/. Years' War, of~ "."ictim of the Holy Inquisition, of a 
Jew awa1tmg ~ pogrom-it 1s nevertheless impossible for us to 

1 
fe~l .our way mto such people-to divine the changes which 
ongmal o?tuseness of mind, a gradual stupefying process, 
the cessation of expectations, and cruder or more refined 
methods. of narcotization have produced upon their receptivity 
to sensations of pleasure and unpleasure. Moreover, in the case 
of the _most ~xtreme possibility of suffering, special mental 
protective devices are brought into operation. It seems to me 
unpr~fit~ble to pursue this aspect of the problem any further. 
. ~t.1s 1:1me for us to turn our attention to the nature of this 

c1v1lizat1on on whose value as a means to happiness doubts have 
been thrg,wn. We shall not look for a formula in which to ex
pr~ss that nature i_n a few words, until we have learned some
t~mg b">: examining it. We shall therefore content ourselves 
with saymg once more that the word 'civilization' 1 describes 

. .J.~e-:who!e-.1!.l!.!ll_~f!he ~-~~and-the-r-egul11,..tiPJ.!.~-~hi~h 
d1s1:1ngmsh our_ lives. from _ _tp.ose_0Lo_11r. •. __;;1,nimal-aneesters-a-i:id 
which serve two:-pur.po~es:::::::!?-amely_J:o:_pi:otect_men-against 
nature and _to ~~Ju_s! !~~g:_m_u..tJJJ_tl_r.elations. 2 In order to learn 
~o:e~ we will brmg together the various features of civilization 
1n~1v1dually, as they are exhibited in human communities. In 
domg so, we shall have no hesitation in letting ourselves be 

1 ['Kultur.' For the translation of this word see the Editor's Note to 
Tl~ Future of an Illusion, p. 4 above.] 

See The Future of an Illusion, p. 6 above. 
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guided by linguistic usage or, as it is also call:d, !ing_uistic 
feeling, in the conviction that we shall thus be domg Justice to 
inner discernments which still defy expression in abstract terms. 

The first stage is easy. We recognize as_~ultµral all a~tivities 
and resources which are· useful )o -men for making the earth .. 
serviceable to them, for-p~~tecting them against the violence of 
the forces\;{ ~ature, and- so on. As regards this side of civiliza
tion, there can be scarcely any doubt. Ifwe go bac~far enough, . 
we find that the firs~iv2!i~~!_ion ~r~ th~ use o[!Q_Q}.s? !_~--

~ing oLcoot~~~ij_the~<.O~~l.l;_ctiou-1,ff-~wruii~ 
·-· Among tfiese;-tne control over fire stands out as a qmte extra

ordinary and unexampled achievement,1 while the others 
opened up paths which man has followed ever since, and t~e 
stimulus to which is easily guessed. With every tool man 1s 
perfecting his own organs, whether motor or sensory, or is 
removing the limits to their functioning. Motor power places 
gigantic forces at his disposal, which, l_ike his m:1scles, he_ can 
employ in any direction; thanks to ships and aircraft neither 
water nor air can hinder his movements; by means of spectacles 
he corrects defects in the lens of his own eye; by means of the 

1 Psycho-analytic material, incomplete as it is and not susceptible _to 
clear interpretation, nevertheless admits of a conjecture-:-a fantastic
sounding one-about the origin of this hum~n feat. It is. as though 
primal man had the habit, when he c~me. m contac.t w~th fire,. of 
satisfying an infantile desire connected with it, by puttmg it out with 
a stream of his urine. The legends that we possess leave no doubt about 
the originally phallic view taken of tongues of flame as . they shoot 
upwards. Putting out fire by micturating-a theme to which modern 
giants, Gulliver in Lilliput and Rab~lais' Gargantua,. still hark back
was therefore a kind of sexual act with a male, an enJoyment of sexu~l 
potency in a homosexual competition. The ~rst per~on t? renounce this 
desire and spare the fire was able to carry it o~ with him and ~ub?ue 
it to his own use. By damping down the fire of his own sexual excitation, 
he had tamed the natural force of fire. This great cultural conquest was 
thus the reward for his renunciation of instinct. Further, it is as though 
woman had been appointed guardian of the fire which was held captive 
on the domestic hearth, because her anatomy made it impossible for her 
to yield to the temptatio~ of this <;Iesire. It is remarka~le, too, how 
regularly analytic experience ~estifies to the con?ect10n between 
ambition fire and urethral erotlsm.-[Freud had pomted to the con
nection between urination and fire as early as in the 'Dora' case history 
(1905e [1901]). The connectio? with a~bit!on came rather later. A full 
list of references will be found m the Editors Note to the later paper on 
the subject, 'The Acquisition and Control of Fire' (1932a).] 
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telescope he sees into the far distance; and by means of the 
microscope he overcomes the limits of visibility set by· the 
structure of his retina. In the photographic camera he has 
created an instrument which retains the fleeting visual impres
sion~, just as a gramophone disc retains the equally fleeting 
auditory ones; both are at bottom materializations_ of the power 
he possesses of recollection, his memory. With the help of the 
telephone he can hear at distances which would be respected as 
unattainable even in a fairy tale. Writing was .in its origin the 
voice of an absent person; and the dwelling-house was a sub
stitute for the mother's womb, the first lodging, for which in all 
likelihood man still longs, and in which he was safe and felt at 
ease. 

These things that, by his science and technology, man has 
brought about on this. earth, on which he first appeared as a 
feeble animal organism and on which each individual of his 
species must once more make its entry ('oh inch of nature['l) 
as a helpless suckling-these things do not only sound like a 
fairy tale, they are an actual fulfilment of every-or of almost 
every-fairy-tale wish. All these assets he may lay claim to as his 
cultural acquisition. Long ago he formed an ideal conception of 
omnipotence and omniscience which he embodied in his gods. 
To these gods he attributed everything that seemed unattain
able to his wishes, or that was forbidden to him. One may say, 
therefore, that these gods were cultural ideals. To-day he has 
come very close to the attainment of this ideal, he has almost 
become a god himself. Only, it is true, in the fashion in which 
ideals are usually attained according to the generaJ judgement 
of humanity. Not completely; in some respects not at all, in 
others only half way. Man has, as it were, become a kind of 

1 [In English in the original. This very Shakespearean phrase is not in 
fact to be found in the canon of Shakespeare. The words 'Poore inch of 
Nature' occur1 however, in a novel by George Wilkins, The Painful! 
AdW;ntures ef. J!ericles Prince of Tyre, where they are addressed by 
Pericles to his_inf~nt daughter. This work was first printed in 1608,just 
after the pubhcat10n of Shakespeare's play, in which Wilkins has been 
though~ to have had a hand. Freud's unexpected acquaintance with the 
phrase is explained by its appearance in a discussion of the origins of 
Pericles in Georg Brandes's well-known book on Shakespeare, a copy of 
the Germa~ translation of which had a place in Freud's library (Brandes, 
1896). He is known to have greatly admired the Danish critic (cf.Jones, 
1957, 120), and the same book is quoted in his paper on the three 
caskets (1913f).] 

S.F. XXI-0 
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prostheticl God. When he puts on all his auxiliary organs he_ is 
truly magnificent; but thos.e organs have not grown on to him 
and they still give him much trouble at times. Nevertheless, he 
is entitled to console himself with the thought that this develop
ment will not come to an end precisely with the year 1930 A.D. 

Future ages will bring with them new and probably unimagin
ably great advances in this field of civilization and will increase 
man's likeness to God still more. But in the interests of our 
investigations, we will not forget that present-day-man does not 
feel happy--1n-his Godlike charai:ter. 

We recognize, then, tha.t''Zountries have attained a high 
level of civilization if we find that in them everything which can 
assist in the exploitation of the earth by man and in his pro
tectio:µ against the forces of nature-everything, in sh~rt, 
which is of use to him~is attended to and effectively earned 
out. In such countries rivers which threaten to flood the land 
are regulated in their flow, and their water is directed through 
canals to places where there is a shortage of it. The soil is care
fully cultivated and planted with the vegetation which it is 
suited to support; and the mineral wealth below ground is 
assiduously brought to the surface and fashioned into !he _re
quired implements and utensils; The means of commuruc~t10n 
are ample, rapid and reliable. Wild and dangerous a1:1mals 
have been exterminated, and the breeding of domesticated 
animals flourishes. But we demand other things from civiliza
tion besides these, and it is a noticeabl,e fact that we hope to 
find them realized in these same countries. As though we were 
seeking to repudiate ,the first demand we made, we welcome it 
as a sign of civilization as well if we see people directing the~r 
care too to what has no practical value whatever, to what 1s 
useless-if, for instance, the green spaces necessary in a town as 
playgrounds and as reservoirs of fresh air are also laid out w~th 
flower-beds, or if the windows of the houses are decorated with 
pots of flowers. We soon observe that this useless thing which we 
expect civilization to value is beauty. We require civilized man 
to reverence beauty wherever he sees it in nature and to create 
it in the objects of his handiwork so far as he is able. But this is 
far from exhausting our demands on civilization. Yi_,e expe~ 

1 [ A prosthesis is the medical term for an artificial adjunct to the body, 
to make up for some missing or inadequate part: e.g. false teeth or a 
false leg.] 
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befildes to see the sig!}s of cleanliness and order. We do not think 
highly of the cultur~I-of-an_English~cm:rntry town in 
Shakespeare's time when we read that there was a big dung
heap in front of his father's house in Stratford; we are indignant 
and call it 'barbarous' (which is the opposite of civilized) when 
we find the paths in the Wiener Wald1 littered with paper. 
~ss of any kind seems to_us___incompatihle---with-civiliz-atien-.--,.-, 
We_~~~nd ou~ dem~11.~-~or cleanliness to the human body too. 5V 
We are astonished to learn of the-ol>jectionaolesmellwnich 
emanated from the Roi Soleil ; 2 and we shake our heads on 
the Isola Bella3 when we are shown the tiny wash-basin in 
which N apolecin made his morning toilet. Indeed, we are not 

· surprised by the idea of setting up the use of soap as an actual 
yardstick of civilization. The same is true of order. It, like 
cleanliness, applies solely to the works of man. But whereas 
cleanliness is not to be expected)n,nfl..t!Jre, order, on the con-,._ 
trary, has been im,i~ctted from lie~;· Man's observation~ 
great astronomical regularitiesnot only furnished him with a 
model for introducing order into his life, but gave him the first 
points of departure for doing so. Order is a kind of compulsion 
to repeat which, when a regulation has been laid down once and 
for all, decides when, where and how a thing shaU be done, so 
that in every similar circumstance one is spared hesitation and 
indecision. The benefi!s. of. order are incontestable. It enables 

. men_ t_o !!.~P~£~~r_:g.'"_time_to_th_e best advantage; while con
se_!'Ying_~r psychical forces. We should have a right to expect 
that order woiifcfnave-faken its place in human activities from 
the start and without difficulty; and we may well wonder that 
this has not happened-that, on the contrary, human beings 
exhibit an inborn tendency to carelessness, irregularity and 
unreliability in their work, and that a laborious training is 
needed before they learn to follow the example of their celestial 
models. 

B~~gty,_ -~~l!!!liJJ_~_s_s_ -~~d- order- obviously occupy a speci,al 
pnsition_alJ!Q_ng the requirements of civilization. No one will 
maintain that they are as important for life as control over the 
forces of nature or as some other factors with which we shall 

1 [The wooded hills on the outskirts of Vienna.] 
2 [Louis XIV of France.] 
3 [The well-known island in Lake Maggiore, visited by Napoleon a 

few days before the battle of Marengo.] 
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become acquainted. And yet no one would care to put them in 
the background as trivialities. That civilization is not exclusively 
taken up with what is useful is already shown by the example of 
beauty, which we decline to omit from among the interests of 
civilization. The usefulness of order is quite evident. With regard 
to cleanliness, we must bear in mind that it is demanded of us by 
hygiene as well, and we may suspect that even before the days of 
scientific prophylaxis the connection between the two was not 
altogether strange to man. Yet utility does not entirely explain 
these efforts; something else must be at work besides. 

No feature, however, seems better to characterize civilization 
than its esteem and encouragement of man's higher mental 
activities-his intellectual, scientific and artistic ac!lievements
and the leading role that it assigns to ideas in human life. Fore
most among those ideas are the religious systems, on whose 
complicated structure I have endeavoured to throw light else
where.1 Next come the speculations of philosophy; and finally 
what might be called man's 'ideals' -his ideas of a possible 
perfection ofindividuals, or of peoples or of the whole of human
ity, and the demands he sets up on the basis of such ideas. The 
fact that these creations of his are not independent of one an
other, but are on the contrary closely interwoven, increases the 
difficulty not only of describing them but of tracing their 
psychological derivation. If we assume quite generally that 
the motive force of all human activities is a striving towards the 
two confluent goals of utility and a yield of pleasure, we must 
suppose that this is also true of the manifestations of civilization 
which we have been discussing here, although this is easily 
visible only in scientific and aesthetic activities. But it cannot be 
doubted that the other activities, too, correspond to strong 
needs in men-perhaps to needs which are only developed in a 
minority. Nor must we allow ourselves to be misled by judge
ments of value concerning any particular religion, or philo
sophic system, or ideal. Whether we think to find in them the 
highest achievements of the human spirit, or whether we 
deplore them as aberrations, we cannot but recognize that where · 
they are present, and, in especial, where they are dominant, a 
high level of civilization is implied. 

The last, but certainly not the least important, of the charac
teristic features of civilization remains to be assessed: the~an-

1 [Cf. The Future of an Illusion (1927c).] 
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~j,Il _wJ;iicJ:i_Jhe-relationships. of men tq one ano_t]:ier, their 
- social relationships, are regula,1~9--relationships which affect a 
. person-as. a-iieiglibour:· 'as ·a sour~e of help, as another person's 

sexual object, as a member of a family and of a State. Here it is 
especially difficult to keep clear of particular ideal demands and 
to see what is civilized in general. Perhaps we may begin by 
explaining that the element of civilization enters on the scene 
with the first attempt to regulate these social relationships. If 
the attempt were not made, the relationships would be subject 
to the arbitrary will of the individual: that is to say, the physic-
ally stronger man would decide them in the sense of his own 
interests and instinctual impulses. Nothing would be changed in 

.~ 

this if this stronger man should in his turn meet someone even 
stronger than he. Human life in common is only made possible 
wh~l!-~- r.,n.;i.jprity_cg_!P.es _tog~_tlier_ whichis stronger than any, 
separate ~i11~i~istu~l __ an~- w_~~~~. _r~~.-:i.~_ynite~ a?ainst all (~,.. 

· separate·md1v1d uals~0 Tlie· power o£.tliis commumty: 1s then set J-a. o, 
~-up-as~r.ight2-in.op.:r-ositi~ower of the indivi~· 0/~: 
j§_J;_oo.d.emn.e.d as 'brute force'. Tliisrej:)lacemenfoflhe :gower _ _of "c '.~, 
the individual by the power of a community constitute.~ the 'Iµ .,,_ 

d.-e..6sive steP- of civilization. The essence ofifhes mtliefuct that 
the members of the comili~nity restrict themselves in their 
possibilities of satisfaction, whereas the individual knew no 
such restrictions. T4.!LlIDLLt.equisi.te..of..ciyilization,-therefore, is 
that .. ofjustice-that is, the assurance that a law once made will 
not be broken in favour of an individual. This implies nothing as 
to the ethical value of such a law. The further course of cultural 
development seems to tend towards making the law no longer an 
expression of the will of a small community-a caste or a stratum 
of the population or a racial group-which, in its turn, behaves 
like a violent individual towards other, and perhaps more 
numerous, collections of people. The final outcome should be a 
rule of law to which all-except those who are not capable of 
entering a community-have contributed by a sacrifice of their 
instincts, and which leaves no one-again with the same 
exception-at the mercy of brute force. 
,-Tu,e liberty of the individual is no gift of civilization. It was 

g~test before there was any civiJ.iz.ati!m, though then, it is true, 
i,! had .fur the mo1tLp.M.t no value, since the individual was 
~arcely in__a..p.usition to defend it. T_he development of civiliza- ~ 
tion imposes restrictions on it, and justice demands that oo·orre 
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commumty as a desire for freedom may be their revolt agamst (, the~selves, may be mtens1fied ull they become markedly 
some existing injustice, and so may prove favourable to a dommant and produce what is called the anal character. How 
further development of civilization; it may remain compatible I this happens we do not know, but there is no doubt about the 
with civilization. !3.ut it may also s2ring_ from_ the_remains _of [ correctness of the finding. 1 Now we have seen that order and 
their oJ::iginaLp_ersonalit_y., whichj§__stilLuntamed-by-c~-ti.on I cleanliness are important requirements of civilization, although 

1

1 
and may-thusJieco_me the_ba.ais in them of hostility: to civiliz_a- J their vital necessity is not very apparent, any more than their 
!i,Qn._The urge for.freedom, therefore, is directed against par- ( suitability as sources of enjoyment. At,..this_point )Y..€-GannQt 

__ ticular forms and demands of civilization or against civilization I fail to b~_~ru.ck_b_y_th_e_,similarity-hetween·the.proGess-ofciyiliz<J.,-:.. 
altogether. It does not seem as though any influence couid tiqn-·afi~ _ the libid~pal .development ·of the, individu'al. Other 
induce a man to change his nature into a termite's. No doubt he insfinEfs [oesides 'anal erotism] are induced to 1displace the 
will alway:s_dtfol}d.his=claim_ t9 individual libe_rty agaiiist:the conditions for their satisfaction, to lead them into other paths. 

--wm- of the -group. A good part of the struggles of mankind In most cases. this process coincides with that of the sublimation 
centre round the single task of finding an expedient accom- (of instinctual aims) with which we are familiar, but in some it 
modation-one, that is, that will bring happiness-between can be differentiated from it. Syblimati..Qn_oLinstinct is an 
this claim of the individual and the cultural claims of the group; ~ecially conspicuous feature of cultural development; it is 
and one of the problems that touches the fate of humanity is wh<1:!_E~~:.!~~.§)tp2~~!}:Jl~ :(ofliiglier psycliicalactivrties, s-cientifr~ 

\ whether such an accommodation can be reached by means of ~~s_t~ or ide9-lQg!~<!i,:to·plaY::s.ii.m_.?'_n~-i§pj>rt~iij~_p.a,i£iµs_ivi~-
\ some particular form of civilization or whether this conflict is 7 ~~-dJ1_!'~. If one were to yield to a first impression, one would say 
\ __ irreconcilable. I that sublimation is a vicissitude which has been forced upon the 

By allowing common feeling to be our guide in deciding what r·. instincts entirely by civilization. But it would be wiser to reflect 
features of human life are to be regarded as civilized, we have upon this a little longer. In the third place, 2 finally, and this 
obtained a clear impression of the general picture of civilization; seems the most important of all, it is impossible to overlook the 
but it is true that so far we have discovered nothing that is not extent to which civilization is built up upon a renunciation of 
universally known. At the same time we have been careful not instinct, how much it presupposes precisely the non-satisfaction 
to fall in with the prejudice that civilization is synonymous with (by suppression, repression or some other means?) of powerful 
perfecting, that it is the road to perfection pre-ordained for men. '1 instincts. This 'cultural frustration' dominates the large field of 
But now a point of view presents itself which may lead in a social relationships between human beings. As we already know 
different direction. The development of civilization appears to it is the cause of the hostility against which all civilizations hav: 
us as a peculi~r · process which mankind undergoes, and in to struggle. It will also make severe demands on our scientific 
which several !hings strike us as familiar. We may characterize work, and we shall have much to explain here. It is not easy to 
this process with reference to the changes which it brings about understand how it can become possible to deprive an instinct of 
in the familiar instinctual dispositions of human beings, to I satisfaction. Nor is doing so without danger. If the loss is not 
satisfy which is, after all, the economic task of our lives. A few of compensated for economically, one can be certain that serious 
these instincts are used up in. such a manner that something ·r disorders will ensue. 
appears in their place which, in an individual, we describe as a . But if we want to know what value can be attributed to our 
character-trait. The most remarkable example of such a pro- view that the development of civilization is a special process, 
cess is found in the anal erotism of young human beings. Their · 1 Cf. my 'Character and Anal Erotism' ( 1908b), and numerous further 
original interest in the excretory function, its organs and pro- contributions, by Ernest Jones [1918] and others. 
ducts, is changed in the course of their growth into a group of 2 [Freud had already mentioned two other factors playing a part in 
traits which are familiar to us as parsimony, a sense of order ~nd the 'process' of civilization: character-formation and sublimation.] 


